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This issue’s intriguing Japanese interviews
(page 25) disclose that there is an emerg-
ing wave of new venture SiC device devel-
opers springing up, complementing
Japan’s SiC substrate suppliers. Hopefully
this will add considerable momentum to
SiC developments in compound semicon-
ductor markets.
In the US, device suppliers - such as Cree
and Rockwell Scientific (Schottky diodes &
MESFETs); Rohm (Schottky diodes);
SemiSouth Labs ( DoD RF transistors and
high current & voltage diodes); Sirenza
Microdevices (micro wave FET on SiC); and
FLX Micro (MEMS sensors) are also
beavering away, but uninclined to talk.
However it is in the EU, where wafer sup-
plies are US dominated. IQE does offer 4H
silicon carbide wafers, (but in smaller
print, notes that these are supplied by
Dow Corning Semiconductor). Infineon
offers Schottky diodes and Finnish R&D
and Okmetic work has involved SiC, while
Russia is reputedly a less than high quali-
ty SiC producer. But in the main, the com-
pound seems to have sidelined into the
domain of EU university research. 
That has not been for the want of real
enthusiasts. High among those is Colin
Johnston whose HITEN high temperature
website was a classic in the late 90’s and
who organised the 2003 HITEN conference
for practical electronics design and imple-
mentation, where understandably SiC
plays a major role.
Johnston is pragmatic. He is on record that
while the UK could catch up in GaN, and
Europe is there, neither will overtake the
US (or, by the sounds of it, Japan) in SiC
substrates.
But the UK has good devices skills and is
inclined slightly to interest in semiconductor
(especially opto) packaging. What Johnston
is exploring is a potential national centre or
consortium of universities to focus on the
coming market for harsh environment elec-
tronics (auto, space, mining & gas).
But if that all seems too risky, or too
industrial and manufacturing oriented for
a UK that often seems to prefer to make
its living from finance, tourism and servic-
es, there is perhaps another angle worth
pursuing.
US Charles & Colvard’s 2004 Q1 report
notes that its moissanite sales are up - 
16-25% ahead of last years $4.4m. But its
Safe Harbour statement notes risk in “the
company’s reliance on Cree Inc as sole
supplier of the raw materials” and “diffi-
culties obtaining SiC crystals from the sole
supplier in desired qualities, sizes and vol-
umes.” Moissanite occurs naturally in tiny
amounts in meteorites. But, as any 
jeweller knows, it is also a created jewel
(near colourless or slight green or gray)
which is a convincing diamond substitute
in small sizes. Perhaps being the alternate
supplier of moissanite might be an attrac-
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